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eluminocity GmbH and SEDLBAUER AG publish new sales cooperation.

MUNICH. Sales network expanded: eluminocity GmbH, located in Munich, entered
a sales partnership with SEDLBAUER AG, which is headquartered in the Bavarian
city of Grafenau. This cooperation aims at fostering the market penetration in
this region where SEDLBAUER is very active with additional sales activities.
eluminocity can especially rely on the long-term experiences of SEDLBAUER in
the field of e-mobility.
“SEDLBAUER’s years of experience and understanding of customer needs within
the B2B field combined with the innovative products of eluminocity are the
perfect combination to enhance e-mobility.”, explains Sebastian Jagsch, CEO and
founder of eluminocity GmbH.
CEO of SEDLBAUER AG, Dipl.-Ing. Maximilian Halser adds: “The innovative
charging stations of eluminocity fit perfectly in our product portfolio in the field
of e-mobility. Since we are well-positioned in this market with our own
developments, both companies profit from this expandable cooperation.”

eluminocity developed in cooperation with the BMW Group the modular product
system “Light & Charge” to transform street lights into charging stations for
electric vehicles. The innovations of the eluminocity portfolio are essential
elements of an intelligent infrastructure – for applications in the city and for
every modern company. The eluminocity products are preferred choices in the
public and semi-public space. Especially the Charging-Module serves as a modern
and environmentally-friendly service and is implemented into the urban
infrastructure as well as installed on customer and employee parking lots of
industrial and commercial buildings and the hotel sector. The LED-Module helps
in reducing energy costs and improving safety in the city and on parking areas.

The Connect-Module supports, among other things, the intelligent lighting
control, the car-park management and the analysis of environmental factors.

SEDLBAUER AG a company of the EDEWANZ Group, offers design, development
and production of electro mechanical modules, charging stations and wallboxes,
POS- and kiosk systems, transformers, energy supply and inductive components.
The company serves customers in the market segment e-mobility, medical
technology sector, industry electronics, electro engineering and railway
technology.
The SEDLBAUER AG is a leading supplier of customer-specific system solutions
and system integration. For more information www.sedlbauer.de.
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